Density functional orbitals in quantum Monte Carlo: The importance of accurate densities.
There has been significant recent attention surrounding the accuracy of electronic densities produced by modern parameterized density functional approximations (DFAs). Here, we investigate the impact of using orbitals from density functional calculations in fixed-node Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) methods, which is common practice in the calculation of large systems. We find that the accuracy of the density is a strong indicator of the quality of the many-body nodal surface produced by a determinant of the corresponding Kohn-Sham orbitals. Functionals which produce the most accurate electronic densities also produce the lowest variational DMC energies, while functionals that produce poor densities lead to significantly higher energies. This result simplifies the process of choosing orbitals for DMC calculations of large systems and suggests that prioritizing accurate densities in the future development of DFAs would also contribute to the continued improvement of DMC.